
RAMSTEIN AIR BASE, Germany: A series of deadly
attacks by Islamic State operatives in and around
Baghdad may be a sign that the militants are “revert-
ing to their roots” as a terrorist organization, the top
US commander for the Middle East said yesterday.

Army Gen Joseph Votel, the head of US Central
Command, said this does not mean IS has given up its
ambition to create a so-called caliphate. But he said it
marks a new turn in tactics aimed at diverting atten-
tion from the group’s recent battlefield losses.
Speaking to reporters while traveling to the Middle
East, Votel said the attacks that have rocked Baghdad
over the past week, killing upward of 200 civilians, are
an illustration of the dynamic nature of the war.

“We have to respect our enemies and respect
their ability to adapt and adjust on the battlefield,”
he said. “In this regard, some of the attacks we’re
seeing in Baghdad - I think we are seeing a manifes-
tation of that. We are seeing them see opportunities
and take advantage of those opportunities,” he
added. “I think they believe it will cause the Iraqi
government to divert forces, divert effort, divert
intellectual horsepower to solving those problems”
as opposed to priorities like recapturing the IS
stronghold of Mosul in northern Iraq.

Now that IS has lost 40 percent or more of the ter-
rain it once controlled in Iraq, “they may be reverting
in some regards back to their terrorist roots,” he said.
Votel, who served in combat in both Iraq and
Afghanistan, took over as head of Central Command

two months ago after serving as commander of
Special Operations Command. In his new post he
oversees not only US military operations in Iraq and
Syria but across the greater Middle East, including in
Afghanistan. His visit this week to the Middle East

comes amid concern about political unrest in
Baghdad and the slow pace of Iraqi military opera-
tions to recapture Mosul. Votel said he sees reason for
“a little concern” about political paralysis that has
gripped the Iraq government in recent weeks. — AP 

BAGHDAD: The Islamic State group, on the defensive
and under heavy pressure in Iraq, has struck back
with bloody attacks in Baghdad, where persistent
gaps in security increase the city’s exposure. In doing
so, IS can portray itself as still being on the offensive,
draw attention away from the setbacks it has suf-
fered, and obtain media attention unrelated to losses.

The spike in Baghdad attacks-which have killed
more than 140 people in city over the past seven
days-also comes at a time of high political tension in
the capital that affords militants an opportunity to
sow further discord. Carrying out bombings is not a
new strategy for IS-it has been a key part of the
jihadists’ offensive and defensive tactics for years, and
the group never fully stopped attacks in Baghdad.

But IS’s attention was increasingly focused outside
Baghdad after it overran large areas north and west
of the city in 2014, and attacks in the capital
decreased. “Baghdad is now being targeted because
the group is on the defensive and they can still hurt
the government in their capital,” said Patrick Skinner, a
former CIA case officer who is now with The Soufan
Group consultancy.

“They still use (bombs) in assaults... But there’s
clearly some car and vest bomb makers in the
Baghdad belt and in the capital, leading to the
increased and likely sustained carnage,” Skinner said.
Colonel Steve Warren, the spokesman for the interna-

tional operation against IS, cited jihadist battlefield
setbacks as the primary motivation for the increase in
Baghdad attacks. But he also said that IS may see
political turmoil in the capital as “an opportunity they
can try to exploit using truck bombs.”

The increase in attacks coincides with a political
crisis over Prime Minister Haider Al-Abadi’s efforts to
replace the current cabinet. The crisis has paralyzed
the legislature for weeks, and demonstrators angered
by lawmakers’ lack of progress stormed parliament
last month. The deadliest of the recent attacks were
triple car bombings that hit Baghdad last Thursday,
killing at least 94 people, while attacks in three areas
of the city on Tuesday killed at least 48 more.

Fake bomb detectors
Iraqi security forces performed dismally during

the early days of IS’s 2014 offensive, abandoning
large quantities of weapons and vehicles as they
fled. But Baghdad’s forces have since regained sig-
nificant ground from IS with the backing of US-led
air support and training, retaking the cities of Tikrit
and Ramadi as well as numerous towns and villages.
While the coalition has trained around 22,000 Iraqi
security personnel, its efforts have focused on
readying troops for offensive operations against IS,
not on the forces in Baghdad. Both Warren and Iraqi
security spokesman Yahya Rasool said that coalition-

trained forces are not deployed in the capital.
Though bombings in Baghdad decreased after June
2014, IS never lost the ability to carry out attacks in
the capital. While no security forces can completely
secure a city against bombings by militants, flaws in
Baghdad security procedures make IS’s task easier
than it might otherwise be.

Fake bomb detectors are still in widespread use in
Baghdad, even though James McCormick, the man
who marketed them to Iraq, was sentenced to 10 years
in prison in 2013 for fraud in connection with the
devices. Some Iraqi officials have been reluctant to
admit the failure of the “detectors,” and former premier
Nuri Al-Maliki even insisted at one point that some of
them were actually functional. The devices are often
used as the primary means of detecting explosives and
weapons at Baghdad checkpoints, checks of IDs and
searches of vehicles in the city are cursory if they take
place at all, and weapons are frequently not kept close
to hand. Anger over the attacks adds to pressure on
Abadi, who reacted Tuesday by directing Iraqi forces to
step up efforts to uncover cells behind the bombings,
and ordered the arrest of a security official responsible
for one area that was targeted. “It’s a bloody conflu-
ence of trends,” Skinner said of the increase in Baghdad
attacks. The jihadists are “under massive military pres-
sure” while there is “a political crisis that they can tie
into for maximum chaos,” he said. — AFP 

BAGHDAD: Mourners grieve by coffins of bomb victims, Saad Samed, 28, and his wife Mariam Aqeel, 22, and his sons
Mohammed Saad, 7, and Ahmed Saad, 5, who were killed at an open-air market in Baghdad’s northern neighborhood of Shaab,
during their funeral procession. — AP 
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Under pressure, jihadists 
strike back in Baghdad

Gaps in security increase the city’s exposure

HARGEISA: The evening was well under way
when a poet took the floor. “The youth have
decided. We will never be part of Somalia!” he
said as young men and women danced to tra-
ditional music. This scene would not happen
anywhere in Somalia apart from Somaliland, a
small, semi-autonomous, breakaway island of
stability in a state plagued by civil war, instabili-
ty and radical Islam.

“When we talk about the area of   the Horn
of Africa, people think about piracy and Al-
Shebab,” said Jama Musse Jama, director of
the Hargeisa Cultural Center. “Here, every
week, we have a major cultural event. We
have a book fair. Somaliland is working hard
to make normal life.”

Somaliland declared its independence from
Somalia 25 years ago on Wednesday, but no
one outside of its self-described borders has
recognized it as a country, rendering
Somaliland an invisible country. With no for-
eign aid or loans, even in the capital paved
roads are rare. Youth unemployment is around
70 percent and with the Somaliland shilling
trading on the streets at 7,000 to the dollar,
passersby pushing wheelbarrows full of cash
are common sights. But Somaliland has largely
avoided the Al-Qaeda-backed bombings that
are routine in Somalia’s capital, Mogadishu, and
has held regular elections and seen peaceful
changes of government.

Compared to neighboring Somalia, the
small self-proclaimed republic is a haven of
peace. Yet while international aid and support
pours into dysfunctional Mogadishu, Hargeisa’s
success is greeted with diplomatic indifference.

A land in limbo 
“We are being punished for being too

good,” said Abdillahi Duale, a former foreign
minister who, like many other Somaliland offi-

cials past and present, cannot hide his bitter-
ness towards the outside world. “If we were a
failed state, crooks, terrorists, troublemakers,
then everybody would come here.”

Without legal recognition Somaliland is in
limbo. The government has a budget of $250
million (220 million Euros) and its own currency
but cannot access the World Bank or IMF loans
needed to develop infrastructure. “It’s like not
having air to breathe. I want to be able to go
where I want without having to get a foreign
passport. I want to be able to expand my busi-
ness but I have no access to banks,” complained
Hanad Hashi, a Hargeisa councillor.

As it has been for the last quarter of a cen-
tury, the issue of recognition burns hot in
Somaliland but barely smoulders elsewhere.
Anxious not to dismember Somalia-or
encourage their own separatists-the African
Union nations stick to the principle of “invio-
lability of borders” drawn by colonial rulers,
and buried a 2005 report in favor of
Somaliland’s independence.

Meanwhile other world bodies and for-
eign states are unwilling to oppose the AU on
an issue in its own backyard. “African states
are concerned the right to secession would
open a Pandora’s box,” said Alain Peloux, a for-
mer French diplomat in the region. “We too
have big interests in Africa and we do not
want to offend the African countries. We will
recognize Somaliland if it comes first from the
African Union.”

And so Somalilanders are trapped and
frustration is growing. “If the world continues
to ignore what is happening we risk another
Afghanistan,” warned a government official
worried by the growing influence of Gulf
states that finance mosques, schools and
medical services. “This policy of wait-and-see
is not working.” — AFP 

Somaliland’s independence 
appeals fall on deaf ears

CAIRO: US Secretary of State John Kerry arrived in
Cairo yesterday to meet President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi,
after Egypt called for a renewal of the Middle East
peace process. Even before Sisi had raised the issue,
Kerry had planned a visit to discuss the crises in Libya
and Syria and to raise concerns about Egypt’s harsh
crackdown on dissent.

But the top US diplomat is also keen to hear more
from the Egyptian leader about how he intends to
help broker peace between his Israeli and Palestinian
neighbors. “He’s interested in hearing a bit more
directly from the president about what role he has in
mind,” a senior US official told reporters, speaking on
condition of anonymity.

On Tuesday, in a televised speech, Sisi urged
Israelis and Palestinians to seize what he said was a
“real opportunity” and hailed his own country’s
peace deal with Israel. In 1979, Egypt was the first
Arab country to sign a peace treaty with Israel after
years of conflict, and today it remains an influential
player in the region.

Washington believes the only way to end the con-
flict between Israel and the Palestinians is a negotiat-
ed settlement resulting in two states side-by-side
within recognized borders. But the US does not
believe the time is yet ripe to resume a direct dia-
logue between the sides, preferring instead to lobby
both to make confidence building measures to reduce
violence and calm tensions.

Some in the international community are becom-

ing frustrated with that approach and France-and
now Egypt-are pushing for a quicker resumption of
efforts to seek a final deal. There is sympathy for that
goal in Washington, and an acceptance that there is a
risk that the process could become unsalvageable if it
is allowed to fester, but there is also caution about
pushing too fast.

“We’ve said repeatedly that we believe negotia-
tions are the only way to solve the problem. We’ve also
said that we’re not ourselves trying to resume negotia-
tions at this point,” the official said. “The secretary is
very interested in hearing some more about the
details of what President Sisi has in mind,” he added.

Settlement construction 
Supporters of the peace process have been dis-

mayed in recent months by Israel’s ongoing construc-
tion of settlements on Palestinian land and by
Palestinian knife and gun attacks on Israelis. Both
these actions stir anger and boost support for hardlin-
ers on both sides of the dispute, making an eventual
negotiated deal harder to imagine.

“I think we’ve also made very clear our concerns
about some of the steps that have been taken on the
ground that call into question the viability of a two-
state solution,” the US official said. “That will also be
part of our discussion here.” Kerry spoke to Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu by telephone on
Monday and to Palestinian president Mahmud
Abbas earlier in the week.

There have been persistent but unconfirmed
reports in Washington that US President Barack
Obama is considering making a major speech to
emphasize and better define US support for the two-

state solution. But-with barely eight months left in
office-the president, even if he decides to act, has lit-
tle time and space to tackle a challenge that frustrat-
ed so many of his predecessors. — AFP 

CAIRO: Egyptian President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi (R) meets with US Secretary of State John
Kerry at the presidential palace. — AFP 

SADR CITY: Security forces and citizens inspect the scene after a suicide car bomb hit a
crowded outdoor market in Baghdad’s eastern Shiite neighborhood. — AP 

Kerry meets Sisi as Egypt seeks Mideast peace role

US commander: IS may be reverting to its ‘roots’

JERUSALEM: Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu is close to agreeing a unity gov-
ernment with the main opposition leader,
Israeli media said yesterday, in a move that
could help revive peace talks with the
Palestinians. The head of the rightwing Likud
has reportedly been engaged in intense
negotiations with Labor Party chief Isaac
Herzog in recent weeks in a bid to form a
government of national unity.

Herzog, whose party forms the Zionist
Union along with the centrist Hatnuah, could
present a possible coalition agreement to his
party in the coming days, the reports said.
His entry into the government would be
closely watched by the international commu-
nity for its potential impact on the moribund
peace process with the Palestinians.

An advocate of an independent
Palestinian state, Herzog has been touted as
a potential foreign minister-a role currently
assumed by Netanyahu in a temporary
capacity on top of his role as premier.
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah Al-Sisi on
Tuesday urged Israelis and Palestinians to
take historic steps to achieve peace, com-
ments which some analysts interpreted as an
attempt to boost the idea of Herzog joining

the government. If a national unity govern-
ment is formed Netanyahu and Herzog could
visit Egypt to launch a new peace initiative
under the auspices of the Egyptian president,
the Jerusalem Post cited anonymous officials
from both parties as saying. But resistance to
the coalition is strong within both camps and
commentators stressed an agreement was
far from certain.

Herzog’s main rival in the Labor Party,
Shelly Yachimovich, described the possible
alliance as a “blood wedding”. She promised
on her Facebook page to fight for “justice,
clean government, ideology, and the honor
of the party”. Within Likud, several mem-
bers said they would prefer an alliance with
the nationalist party Israel Beiteinu rather
than Labor.

The Zionist Union was formed in the
run-up to the 2015 election in a bid to
unseat Netanyahu but failed, with the pre-
mier later forming one of the most
rightwing governments in Israel’s history.
However Netanyahu’s coalition has just a
one seat majority in parliament and he
would benefit from wider backing-with
members of the coalition currently able to
hold him to ransom. — AFP 

Netanyahu close to agreeing 
on Israel unity government

HARGEISA: People sit on May 16, 2016 under a Russian-made MIG fighter jet that
was used in 1988 displayed as a monument and reminder to the people of
Somaliland of atrocities carried out by former dictator Mohamed Siyad Barre, who
was toppled in 1991. — AFP 


